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In the long process of ﬁnancial evolution, high-quality cryptocurrencies will
bring a new logical change and boost a portfolio of built-in assets to the world.

The current boom of Decentralized Finance has stated that Blockchain
technology is here to stay.
ELOCOIN is born to bring perpetual income to the DeFi environments, providing
a new model of underlying asset:

The PERPETUAL COINS of ELOCOIN
the best move
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Proud to be the ﬁrst
We are pleased to be the ﬁrst DAO DeFi with underlying PERPETUAL COINS.
This will surely be a trailblazing project, as investors value passive income and
because, as in analog life, all people want is to thrive.
We hope to contribute to public good and to the evolution of Blockchain into a
stable technology, committed to the DeFi - DAO models already in the process of
changing the world.
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TA N G I B L E A N D I N TA N G I B L E
Until recently, the economy was something based on tangible goods. Successful companies
invested in buildings, premises, factories, machinery, raw materials, etc. Those goods were easy to
get into the company's accounting. But at the beginning of the 21st century, a silent change began:
Companies started to invest much more money in things like computer programs, in collecting data
from their clients, in branding and advertising, R&D, design, patents or professional training.
Intangible assets which do not appear on the company's balance sheet.
This is nothing new: in 1800 successful pharmaceutical companies were already investing a lot of
money in research and patenting their discoveries, although still most of the money was spent on
raw materials, plantations, factories and tools to convert those raw materials into medicines. That is
why they only accounted for the tangible part.
Today there are pharmaceutical companies worth billions of dollars without having any product on
the market, just because of the expectations that they may get treatments or cures against
infectious diseases like COVID-19.
The 5 largest companies in 1975 produced petroleum, electronic, industrial and household
products, totalling $ 590B., purely tangible valuation (as opposed to their “meaningless” intangible
value). The ratio over the years has been changing, to the point that in 2018 the 5 largest companies
were 5 technology companies, with a tangible value of $ 4B., while their intangible assets
skyrocketed to trillions of US dollars.
If you are reading this, you probably use the services of some of these great providers. But most of
those services cannot be touched, in many cases they are just bytes traveling through the web 2.0.
This centralized technology has shown many times to be vulnerable, regarding our data (main asset
on which we “pay” for said services), as exposed by lots of scandals. Every time people use their
services for free, their information adds to the intangible value of the company, making it grow
exponentially over and over.
Therefore, the world has changed a lot in these last 40 years, as we have entered the era of the
intangible, slowly getting over what we already know as the information age. This way, many
countries in the world such as Sweden, France or the USA have intangible assets as the main source
of their GDP (>50%), so who cares where the companies’ buildings are, if they had any?
A token is both a real asset, as it exists in a decentralized public registry such as the Blockchain
where all your transactions are recorded, and an intangible one, because it cannot be touched or
seen.
Until now, banks only ﬁnanced loans backed with assets from the tangible economy. However, that
was changed by the development of MAKER, a milestone in DeFi which allowed anyone to oﬀer
intangible assets such as ETH as collateral in order to mint a Stablecoin called DAI, equivalent to $1.
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If someone with 10 million subscribers on YouTube wanted to ask for a loan or a mortgage, he could
not use the channel itself as a collateral, but instead the income he/she got from the channel
monetization would work. If the channel were a "cryptoasset", the owner could oﬀer it as collateral
eventually to ask for a loan no brokers needed.
Later, other decentralized loans platforms came into play by means of protocols such as AAVE or
COMPOUND, along with Decentralized Exchanges (DEXs) such as Uniswap or PancakeSwap.
Meanwhile, several DeFi ecosystems were developed on other Blockchains and layer 2 rollup
scaling solutions of ETHEREUM such as BSC, SOLANA, MATIC, among others.
Finally, yield farming techonolgies were implemented, such as BUNNY, which optimized the
proﬁtability of the liquidity pools of PancakeSwap by issuing BUNNYs as an extra rewards (which has
proved not to be ideal for a sustainable tokenomics system); or yearn.ﬁnance, deployed on the
ethereum blockchain, which also works as a pool optimizer by moving your funds through diﬀerent
protocols trying to use the most proﬁtable at any given time.
This is just the dawn of a new sector which has increased its Total Value Locked (TVL) in the last year
from $ 0.9B to more than $ 90B on May 12, 2021. If we measure the TVL in ETH, the increase within
the last year goes from 2,695M ETH of TVL to current 10M ETH.
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Figure #1: Compared Total Value Locked in DeFi (Source: DeFi Pulse)
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ELOCOIN (ELO) is born aiming to be a limited, utility and governance token which can work as a
means to obtain tangible incomes and services in real life, while keeping its features as a token. This
is possible thanks to the PERPETUAL COINS which will be kept as liquidity within the ELODAO
protocol itself, thus keeping an intangible value for the tokens which will not be sold, but instead will
be traded through existing platforms and protocols in order to get proﬁt out of them to be
distributed back among the token holders.
Likewise, an amount from the funds collected in the Initial Coin Oﬀer (ICO), will work as liquidity for
the protocol in order to oﬀer dividend yields to holders of ELOCOIN. Besides, certain amounts of
ELO may work as deposit for staking and mining NFT-Services via web3 (in platforms such as
Metamask, for example) or to purchase certain other NFT-Services directly with ELO.
These NFT-Services will be obtained by users in exchange for providing liquidity or staking ELOCOIN
in the protocol, and could range from video game points to insurance policies, or from traveling
schemes to fractions of private property. An ELODAO Association entity will be in charge of:
•

Developing the protocol

•

Relationship with external partners

•

Transformation into a DAO

Likewise, ELODAO will promote the creation of tangible and intangible crypto assets through real
business projects. It will work as a crowdfunding platform: Users will participate in projects of their
choice, and will be provided, in exchange, with said crypto assets backed by real-world shares of the
project, obtaining, thus, the right to vote and to collect dividends thanks to its possession.
Governance will be determined during the development of the ELO Protocol, through a fair token
launch for all users and holders of ELOCOIN.
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C O M M U N I T Y A S A N U N D E R LY I N G A S S E T
Asset tokenization refers to the process of converting real assets into digital assets and hence,
converting the property rights of a particular asset into a digital token.
Digital token is a term that refers to a unit of value issued by aprivate entity but that, unlike
cryptocurrencies (with Bitcoin as the main exponent), they can be used in a much wider range of
applications.
Tangible items have always been diﬃcult to ﬁnd, divide and physically transfer, whether they were
capital, real estate, gold reserves, art masterpieces or even agricultural products. Thus, investors
have always had to manually trade them in paper adding several broker layers, which made the
process slow, complicated and expensive.
ELOCOIN is a limited, security and governance token, which can be used as a means of obtaining
income and services in real life, while maintaining their intrinsic token features.
ELOCOIN issuance will be limited to 210 million tokens, 35% of which will be kept within the platform
as an underlying asset (in a treasury stock model). These tokens will be added to an important
amount of the ICO budget collection which will work as a deposit. Therefore, PERPETUAL COINS will
be used to share dividends among holders of ELO FLOATING COINS to be obtained, constituting a
SECURITY TOKEN for its holders, as they will get recurring returns.
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Figure #2: Coin distribution and ﬂow within ELOCOIN
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PER AND PERPETUAL COINS
A great deal of crypto coins are being managed as payment or utility systems, being, thus, able to
replace the traditional Fiat currency model.
ELOCOIN is not planned to work as a “regular payment method” but instead as a VALUE TOKEN,
which provides returns and beneﬁts to its holders, and whose value lies in its CAPACITY TO BE
LIQUID (as opposed to Fiat currencies or other cryptocurrencies), according to an objective
element, such as proﬁtability.
The PERPETUAL COINS model is a virtuous model based on witholding 35% of all ELO supply in the
DAOs treasury, allowing the main asset (ELO) to generate returns to holders, meeting this way the
requisites and expectations of many cryptocurrency investors, who were, to this date, totally
dependent on the market and on their own trading skills.
Some of these new features of ELOCOIN will be:

Passive income is obtained directly in the coldwallets, without having to monitor markets, nor even
staking ELOCOINS. This is accomplished by distributing proﬁts obtained from the PERPETUAL
COINS.

The returns obtained from PERPETUAL COINS will be mainly used to repurchase ELOCOIN from the
market (as seen in ﬁgure #2).
Below, we can see a simulation where an 11% yield of PERPETUAL COINS provides enough liquidity
to repurchase 6% of the FLOATING COINS market share annually, thus increasing market liquidity
and, at the same time, pumping the coin value in the market itself.

VIRTUOUS MODEL OF PERPETUAL COINS
Treasury contribution

FORECAST

PERPETUAL COINS
PROFITABILITY
ANNUAL YIELD OF PERPETUAL COINS

ELOCOIN REDISTRIBUTION

FLOATING COINS
REDISTRIBUTION
Listing pressure
Figure #3: Virtuous model of ELOCOIN depending on PERPETUAL COIN yields
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Given the liquidity for ELOCOIN purchases, as the previous ﬁgure highlights, market pressure will be
around 16.26%, what ensures that 1 out of 6 ELO are purchased yearly from HOLDERS by the ELO
DAO itself, regardless of the market pressure intrinsic to cryptocurencies.

As payments are received in ELOCOIN, interests will have self-compounding eﬀect for those holding
their positions.

ELOCOIN cryptocurrency value shall be set as if it were a publicly listed company, as analized
hereafter.

Price Earning Ratio (PER) stands for the relationship between a share’s market price and its yearly
yield.
Calculating PER is very easy. You just have to divide the market capitalization of a listed company by
its net proﬁt. In mathematical terms, PER formula would be the following:

PER =

MARKET CAPITALIZATION
NET PROFIT

This formula can be applied to the entire value of the company or, more usually, to each share. In
that case, it would be enough to divide the price per share by the net proﬁt per share.

Either the stock share is undervalued or investors believe that company earnings are going down.

For the vast majority of companies, this PER value would be adequate (i.e. ROI>0 plus standard
proﬁt rates)
PER itself can indicate certain trends. Generally a very low number shows that the stock share is
undervalued, while a very high one would mean that it is overvalued, but it doesn't always have to be
this way. So, a low PER (between 0 and 10), for example, could also state that investors believe that
the earnings of the company are falling, while a high PER (above 20) could indicate that there’s a
special reason for low beneﬁts (for example, acquisitions).
That is why it is a key factor not to take into account the PER alone, meaning that a company’s PER
should be compared with its historical PER, as well as the average market historical PER record
(which is around 15), or PER of its sector. PER will start to make sense when related to these ﬁgures.
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If a company has a high PER it can imply favorable expectations regarding its value, anticipating
higher proﬁts in the future. But it also may mean that the stock price is overvalued and, therefore,
that a bull run is unlikely.
With this in mind, it is possible to reassess ELOCOIN’s PER, taking PERPETUAL COINS and their
expected yields into account.

YIELD RATE
ELOCOIN
PRICE
NET PROFIT

PER
Figure #4: ELOCOIN’s PER depending on yield rate

Considering ﬁgure #4, it could be stated that investing in ELOCOIN would be preferrable over some
of the publicly listed sector in Europe, given the foreseen stable returns scheme for HOLDERS, and
regardless of the capability to obtain additional incomes by means of the yield-focused programs
oﬀered by the cryptocurrency market.
The cryptocurrency market is constantly being researched by the consultancy and ﬁnancial
industries’ analists, and can be characterized as follows:
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Figure #5: Characterization of cryptocurrency market 2021. Source: Binance research and
authors’ own creation
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ELOCOIN's long term market capitalisation is initially estimated at $200 billion, currently dominated
by Bitcoin with a 45% of global market hegemony, and an estimated 77% in future investment
markets.
The ELOCOIN Initial Coin Oﬀer (ICO) goes up to 20,475,000 ELO, with a valuation of $0.27 per ELO,
ascending to a market capitalization of $ 22,680,000, aiming to reach $ 589,680,000 in a ﬁve- year
period. This would mean the 0.29% of the savings market in the Blockchain, a rising market mainly
dominated by Bitcoin and Ethereum.
Next, ELOCOIN's goals for the next ﬁve years are listed.
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Figure #6: ELOCOIN’s projections according to expected evolution

As can be seen, a 6.52 PER can be obtained, with an APR forecast of 15.34% from the PERPETUAL
COIN proﬁtability scheme, plus the initial fund raised by the ICO. This would work as a reference
value from ELOCOIN yields only.
Therefore, according to the ﬁnancial projections of the ELOCOIN ecosystem, project’s EBIDTA would
be over $ 228M within ﬁve years, as it enters a stage of maturity.

ACCUMULATED EBITDA

Figure #7: ELOCOIN’s ACCUMULATED EBITDA forecast
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Thus, if the main goals set by means of a simple evaluation (exclusively considering annual yields)
for ELOCOIN are met, we would get an Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of 92.07%, and a Net Present
Value (NPV) of $0.56, with a discount rate of 20% (equivalent to venture capital)
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Figure #8: Simple assesment of expected ELOCOIN’s IRR and VNA

In addition, if the sale of the ELOCOIN is estimated in year 5, the IRR will be 173.39%, with an NPV of
$3.52, and a discount rate of 20% (equivalent to venture capital).
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Figure #9: Composite assesment of expected ELOCOIN’s IRR and VNA

NOTES TO THIS CHAPTER
Figures shown in this chapter only relate to ELOCOIN yields from underlying PERPETUAL COINS, regardless of
additions to EBITDA from NFT Services and CRYPTOASSETS, which will come into play in phases 2 and 3 as
described later in the ROADMAP, as well as ﬂuctuations of ELO price in the market
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G E N E R A L F E AT U R E S
ELOCOIN is a security token which will provide its holders with dividends share from yields obtained
through other DeFi protocols in the form of ELO repurchase and redistribution.
Governance System presents relevant features, mainly regarding the use of liquidity in pools and/or
yield farming technologies.
Being deﬁned as a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), it will have full control over
ELOCOIN future developments, as well as its NFT Services and tangible cryptoassets ecosystem.
Maximum total amount of issued ELO will be 210 million, 35% of which will be kept within the
platform as liquid UNDERLYING ASSET to ensure proﬁtability to the rest of ELO, called FLOATING
COINS.
ELOCOIN will be launched on the Binance SmartChain and will work on Blockchain technology,
which is supported by DeFi platforms, exchanges, and dapps in the market.

value
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TOKENOMICS

COINS

SHARE

SYSTEM

35% of ELO will be used in
liquidity pools to get yields, no
trading or staking needed.

Yields obtained by PERPETUAL
COINS will be shared in ELOCOIN
format among HOLDERS,
rewarding ﬁdelity.

Limited issuance (210M). 35% of
underlying asset, used as
liquidity for yield farming
according to the GOVERNANCE
system. 1% of social royalties.

governance

utilities

FUNDRAISING
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ECOSYSTEM

IDOS

R E WA R D S
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Initial Dex Oﬀerings for real life
projects: real estate, business
crowdfunding, energy, stocks...
as DeFi development and a
chance for HOLDERS to reinvest.

It will be possible to mine NFT
with ELOCOIN, which will provide
ev e r y d a y s e r v i c e s s u c h a s
insurance, travels, and other
rewards.

W i t h s m a r t c o n t ra c t s a n d
Blockchain technology as a way
to oﬀer users transparency,
immutability, autonomy and
security.

Figure #10: ELOCOIN general features
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TOKENOMICS
ELOCOIN is designed with a broad vision on “savings”, aiming to achieve users loyalty within the
ecosystem. It is, indeed, this loyalty which will sustain ELOCOIN along its full development enabling
its evolution.
ELOCOIN is a sustainable economic system, working autonomously on a set of preprogrammed
rules, and coordinated through a consensus protocol on a distributed system.

E L O C O I N tokenomics
BLOCKCHAIN
P L AT F O R M

CRYPTO
ECONOMICS

TOKEN
ECONOMICS

NETWORKS
ECONOMICS
Figure #11: Economic subsystems of Cryptocurrency based on Blockchain technology.

The economic policies of ELOCOIN are based on the development of ﬁve pillars:

The total amount of issued coins will be 210 million ELO, following a model of DIGITAL SCARCITY.
This will prevent the asset from losing value.

The PERPETUAL COINS are the underlying asset of ELOCOIN. They will serve the community to
perform YIELD-FARMING, provided ownership over them is guaranteed. They will make up for 35%
of the total issuance of ELOCOIN in constant proportion, and are not transmittable to any holder,
temporarily or otherwise, nor negotiated for sale.
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Figure #12: ELOCOIN initial cast

The PERPETUAL COINS are the structural base of the liquid assets, and they have capacity to
generate yield returns for the rest of ELO, which will be called FLOATING COINS (they will make up as
much as 65% of total ELOs).
In this way, the DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULE would go like this:
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Figure #13: ELOCOIN token release schedule

ELOCOIN Yield scheme will provide ELO holders with FLOATING COINS as reward for their
commitment to the platform
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Therefore, main proﬁts and returns obtained with PERPETUAL COINS by means of yield farming
tools will be destined to repurchase and share ELO tokens to current holders, without issuing new
coins, but instead by PURCHASING them from users who are selling (coming from yield farming), or
PURCHASING BACK on Decentralized Exchange Platforms (DEXs).

In this way, ELOCOIN exhibits several favorable conditions:
ELO value will not go down, as no new tokens will be issued. The only transactions will be
purchases by the DAO treasury or sales by HOLDERS.
Users can choose between hold or sell their returns they get as liquidity from the yield farming
programs.
Price for ELO transaction is set according to both its past and expected yields.
ELOs delivered as returns can be considered an INCOME, and so they can stay as PROFIT which
HOLDERS can use as savings or as disposible income to use daily for regular purposes.
Pressure on capitalization price of ELOCOIN is kept, as purchases are made from the liquidity
of the ecosystem itself.

At least 35% of the net results of the ELOCOIN yield farming program will be earmarked for
reinvestment in said program. These may come from PERPETUAL COINS yields or from the use of
those yields in other derivative investments which may have other conditions.
The following criteria will apply to all investments and reinvestments,expandable / modiﬁable as
the ﬂedgling Blockchain market develops:
ACTION

RISK CONTROL

•
•
•

Audited by an external company
By means of highly respected platforms
Proposals by the Community

•
•
•
•

Audited by an external company
By means of highly respected platforms
Higher risk investments
Purchased FLOATING COINS from holders can
be used as they ﬁt the reinvestment program

Figure #14: Types of investments and risk control in ELOCOIN ecosystem
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From a HOLDER point of view, there are 3 main points to take into account:
•
•
•

Market price of his/her token
Dividends share he/she gets, pivotal factor regarding their later uses
Instant FLOATING COINS sales to ELOCOIN ecosystem when receiving returns from yield farming

Governance tools will act as a regulator for liquidity transfers, in search of a balance between risks
and free cash ﬂow reinvestments, as well as its calculation methodology.

6
STA K I N G E LO FO R N F T S E RV I C E S E RC7 2 1
ELOCOIN will be the ﬁrst token in history counting with staking pools that allow its users to mine real
life services. These will be delivered in the form of NFT (ERC-721) and the issuance thereof certiﬁes a
service commitment by ELOCOIN and its future partners, always ultimately covered by ELOCOIN’s
treasury.
Let’s take as an example: You can begin staking ELO, the reward consisting on a comprehensive car
insurance policy for a year, covering a license plate number, and issued in a decentralized fashion.
Or a user staking ELO could get one month of premium spotify service, RIOT points, medical
insurance policies or a family cruise trip, depending on amount and/or duration of said staking.
ELOCOIN users will have two options when staking ELOs: either they wait to mine their NFT-Service
according to the timespan indicated in the smart contract, or they get their NFT tokens up front and
lock their staked funds for said time.
These staked deposits will enable other users to take out ELOCOIN loans with collaterals (both real
world and cryptographic assets), supporting in early stages, thus, the community through the
governance options.
Ever since the creation of MAKER in 2017, the only assets used as collateral have been cryptographic
ones, in order to take out a loan or mint debt (or DAI in the case of MAKERDAO). With these NFTServices, staking tokens or support and IDO within the protocol will get the users real life assets
(phisical goods or company shares) as a reward.
ELODAO Association will be in charge of promoting these projects in early stages, always aiming to
become a DAO, and be able to automatize and integrate public or private daily processes into the
Blockchain for the good of the ecosystem and the world. This would put the centralization problems
of the tangible assets to an end, by enforcing transparency and decentralization in private property,
getting rid of brokers or banks when getting revenues, and transfering these property rights to any
user of the Blockchain.
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NFT-Service Mining Program will have no cost other than the amount of necessary staked or
leveraged ELO associated to every particular pool in order to get NFT services or products. These
ELO can also come from the returns expected from the yield farming schemes of every user.
Therefore, ELOs will be used to mine NFT-Services which can help in everyday life, such as
insurances, health, welfare, communications, leisure, among others.

Figure #15: Examples of ELOCOIN NFT-Services

NFT-Service Mining Program aims to improve the experience of belonging to a DAO Ecosystem, as
staking ELOCOIN will get holders rewards in the form of beneﬁts to their daily lifestyle.
Each service will have its own digital certiﬁcate: ERC-721 token. This is a token developed on the
Ethereum network as an smart contract standard, initially as an exchangeable, unique and nonfungible token.
As it can’t be destroyed or erased, it was initially used for arts and collectibles, but later implemented
for insurance services, leisure, health or consumer services, among others.
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TA N G I B L E C RY PTOA S S E TS
Crypto derivatives approved by ELODAO will be yet another signiﬁcant breakthrough in
decentralized coordination of human relation and the economy.
These crypto derivatives will be ERC720 tokens linked to an NFT with a tangible asset as collateral, be
it real estate, or company owned property... Those products, just like ELOCOIN, will share beneﬁts
out of real life services to holders of the aforementioned tokens, who will, indeed, act as
shareholders.
Likewise, those tokens will depend on the governance options and are likely to become the ﬁrst
DAOs in the tangible world.
As examples, the following economic areas are set as target for investments by means of IDOs:

Smart contracts will enable investments for those users who are interested in development,
construction and exploitation of buildings and facilities such as a skyscrapper, or a hospital.

IDOs will work as kickstarters for projects within ELOCOIN Business Incubator, providing seed
capital to entrepreneurs inside and outside the Blockchain.

Renewable energies’ projects, specially focused on reducing the carbon footprint, and the nonrenewable energy consumption by the Blockchain will by a priority for ELODAO, regarding
development of cryptoassets.

IDOs will be aimed to promote companies regardless if they are publicly listed or not, by launching
strategical share stakes.

Feasible, sustainable, Blockchain-friendly projects focused on social, economic developments, such
as keeping oceans clean.
Countries like Switzerland, Singapore, Japan, South Korea, the United States, Canada, Australia,
Sweden,Portugal, Spain, Malta, Cyprus, United Kingdom, Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, Malaysia,
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Bermuda,Dubai... are accepting now the investment model through cryptocurrencies, which
enables the development of digital ﬁnance by setting a legal framework on cryptoassets, as digital
representation of assets or rights which can be stored and traded electronically.
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Figure #16: Example of a tangible cryptoasset

More countries are expected to accept these kind of investments and companies in the future as
technology eventually prevails, providing wealth and prosperity wherever it is developed and
encouraged.
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8
ELODAO ECOSYSTEM
ELOCOIN is intended to become a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). DAOs are,
according to ELOCOIN team, the ultimate barrier in human coordination. ELODAO Ecosystem will be
deﬁned by a set of governance rules about Decentralized Finances, which will be able to manage all
three great axis of ELOCOIN productivity model.
ELOCOIN HOLDERS will actively deﬁne and develop by making decisions about liquidity, Dapp
development, dividends share model or any kind of proposal about the Ecosystem itself.
Tangible and intangible economics will merge within this Ecosystem, where ELO holders will be able
to take part in investments described in past chapters by means of NFT-Services and Tangible
Cryptoassets.

DAO
Governance
intangible
economy

elo.ﬁnance

TREASURY

PERPETUAL ELOCOIN

IDOs

NFT

CRYPTO DERIVATIVES

SERVICES

OTHERS
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VIP

REAL STATE

BUSINESS
CROWDFUNDING

ENERGY

STO C K S

ELODAO
Figure #17: ELODAO Ecosystem
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ROADMAP
ELOCOIN development timeline is expected to be completed within 18-24 months, and has been
divided into a PRELAUNCH and 3 well set PHASES, in order to carry out a proper penetration in the
market.
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Figure #18: ELOCOIN Roadmap

Prelaunch phase where basic models for the web3 launch are set, with concept public
presentations and ﬁnal ICO settings. ICO will be launched at a DEX, such as PancakeSwap (or others
such as Bakery, DODO or Apeswap. PERPETUAL COINS’ model will be ready and Ecosystem
structure will be developed.

The goal of the Initial Coin Oﬀering is to ﬁnance the items described below within the following 18
months, according to an speciﬁc plan:
ITEM

AMOUNT

Figure #19: ELOCOIN ﬁnancing
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50% of the amount collected by means of the ICO will be used as liquidity, to kickstart the Yield
Farming program, in order to maximize yields back to HOLDERS, who will get their returns from the
moment the ICO is ﬁnished.
30% of the amount collected from the ICO will be aimed at Investments and Development within the
project itself, according to the following items.
ITEM

AMOUNT

Figure #20: ELOCOIN investments and development

Governance model will be designed and developed during this phase, with later implementation
during the rest of the phases.

ELOCOIN underlying asset, and basis of its growth, in the form of PERPETUAL COINS (35% of total
amount of issued ELO), grants it an added value as a savings token, able to generate yields on its
own, together with DeFi protocols meeting the requirements set by ELOCOIN governance and
economic model and policies described in this document, mainly focused on autonomy,
decentralization and community.
Governance model will be integrated and tested during this phase, ensuring its proper functioning
when making decisions as a DAO and avoiding proposals such as the issuance of new ELO or
otherwise, which may violate general interests.
ELODAO Association will begin operations during this phase, as well. It will manage and develop
NFT-Services program. Likewise, it will deal with tangible assets and partners, regarding their
integration and veriﬁcation within the NFT decentralized world, turning them, thus, into intangible
decentralized assets.

Mining of tangible cryptoassets will be carried out following DAO Governance models. As an
example, if the construction of a skyscraper (containing malls, oﬃces, cinemas or dwellings) were to
be approved by the ELODAO, it will be managed by said entity (DAO) as a real world company run by
ELO holders. Financing will be carried out by them as well. All this process will be tokenized as an NFT
in the form of a ERC20/BEP20 token, so they can be traded, exchanged or used as collateral.
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Following the example, once the skyscraper project is totally funded, the company approved by
DAO Governance will be in charge of sharing dividends to the current holders of the project tokens.

There could be some geographical restrictions (facing non crypto-friendly countries or regions)
during the entire roadmap, as well as some time shifts, caused by lack of acceptance, use and
understanding of cryptocurrencies among the general public.
Nevertheless, over the years we should not neglect all the applications and developments that we
will be able to make, focusing on real-life goods and services.
For a closer look, schedule will be adjusted on the go as ELO will face all these throwbacks and
crossroads, following the items described below:
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Figure #21: ELOCOIN provisional expected schedule

ELOCOIN will have real-world cryptographic value, though, as mining of NFT-Services will be
promoted and developed from the start, making the most of the loyalty rates of NFT schemes.
This will broaden the scope for possible reinvestments of yields coming from PERPETUAL COINS,
giving holders the opportunity to diversify their cryptoasset portfolio.
The ultimate goal of the development -initially planned in 18-24 months- will be the total
implementation and operability of the ELO Decentralized Autonomous Organization, entirely
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managed by the Community, by means of a suitable and collective decision-making model.
Its main challenges will be to make proper future developments, which place ELOCOIN in a strong
position as a collateral for ﬁnancing tangible assets crytpo derivatives. Working as an asset which
could be collateralized when taking out a loan or any other ﬁnancial operation, ELOCOIN credit
score will be key as HOLDERS of FLOATING COINS will earn value, yields, future prospects and a
trusted COLLATERAL for other operations.

10
ELO TEAM
ELODAO Association develops and boosts ELOCOIN, managing ELO DAO for investors, with multiple
parntership agreements within IT, investment or R&D sectors.
ELO TEAM brings together EXPERIENCE and YOUTH.

C.E.O.

Millenial

International expert on DeFi, cofounder of ELOCOIN and PERPETUAL COINS model developer. He
works with composite ﬁnancial models, bringing added value to DAO Governance and
implementation model.
Founder of DEFI LABS (Estonia), a Decentralized Finances brokering company, which takes part in
multiplatform projects around Europe.
He has operated in Spain, Ecuador, Estonia and Norway.

Tech and Governance

Senior

Technological entrepreneur with +25 years of experience, and multiple publications and
international patents regarding scientiﬁc and technical innovation1.
ELOCOIN cofounder and PERPETUAL COINS ﬁnancial modeldeveloper. Ideologist and manager of
ELOCOIN GOVERNANCE model and ELO DAO TOWER project.
He has operated in Latin America, Europe and Middle East.

1: Among other achievements, Navarro develops the ﬁrst oﬃcially approved Aﬂuence Control meter, after 12 years of international
tenders, under Blockchain - Hash 512 time-stamped technology certiﬁed by the Spanish Metrology Boureau. His personal patent
rights were surrendered to the community for international implementation, aiming to avoid overcrowds to cost humans lifes.
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DAO Govenance

Senior

Economist with extensive experience as regulatory director of STOCK markets in Spain, as well as
fund and treasury management, administration and corporate management of relevant
companies in Europe and Latin America with special relevance in Brazil for more than twenty years.
He develops the ELO DAO governance model, setting the solvency, proﬁtability and governance
metrics of crypto assets, as well as the sustainable economic models for NFTs and IDOs of security
tokens which will be the transition from traditional systems to the best practices in the market of
crypto assets.
He has operated in Latin America and Europe.

Finances

Senior

Economist with multidisciplinary experience in the energy and investment banking markets. He has
co-developed the PERPETUAL COINS ﬁnancial model, and the comparative with traditional
economics for ELOCOIN global investors development. He manages and develops ELODAO
Association ﬁnancial program.
He has operated in U.S.A., Europe and Middle East.

Marketing

Senior

Marketing and digital community developer with +20 years of experience in global technological,
innovative and DeFi projects. He develops ELODAO Association community aiming a global,
accesible and sustainable information scheme for ELOCOIN.
He has operated in the U.K., Cuba, Taiwan, U.S.A., and Spain.
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epilogue
ROADMAP
The ELO scoring system is a mathematical method, based on
statistical calculation, to mark the relative ability of chess players
(later applying to go or scrabble as well). It owes its name to its
inventor, Professor Árpád Elő (1903-1992), a Hungarian-American
physicist, who although keeping some of the concepts from the
previous method, such as the rating scale and class categories,
introduced scores determined according to game results against
other players.
ELOCOIN pays tribute to Professor Árpád Elő, highlighting the
likelyhood to forecast results and outcomes which its method oﬀers.

ELO METHOD AND MATHEMATICAL THEORY
ELO Score has a minimum level of 0, and despite not having top limit, it is practically limited to 3000.
A player is classiﬁed as Master over 2000.
The diﬀerence in the ELO score between two players determines an estimated outcome of a game
(expected score). The expected performance of a player consists on his/her probability of winning
plus half his/her probability of drawing.
For example, an expected performance of 0.75 may represent a 75% chance of winning, a 25%
chance of losing and 0% draw options. But, on the other side, it could also mean 50% chance of
winning, 0% chance of losing and 50% of draw options. The probability of a tie, as opposed to having
a decisive result, is not speciﬁed in the ELO system, considering a draw as a half victory and a half
defeat.

INSPIRATION FOR ELOCOIN AND PERPETUAL COINS
The balance between “improving the value of a token” or “collecting the proﬁts”, is the equivalent to
victory or defeat dilemma, depending on whether you need or have the funds.
In this way, PERPETUAL COINS favor collecting proﬁts or selling the token, which in some of the
cases may be a draw, also considering the options as a half victory and half defeat, as for our
ﬁnances, of course.
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glossary
ROADMAP
•

DAO: Decentralized Autonomous Organization

•

Collateralize: Method by which in DeFi you can request loans by providing another cryptoasset as
collateral.

•

Floating Coins: They are all ELOCOINs that do not belong to the protocol treasury.

•

Perpetual Coins: Made up 35% of the total maximum supply of ELO remaining in the protocol as an
underlying and source of income for the rest of holders.

•

DeFi: Acronym for Decentralized Finance.

•

BSC: Binance SmartChain. It is the blockchain on which ELOCOIN is launched. It uses Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) technology through proof of stake and sovereignty.

•

TVL: Total Value Locked. It is used to measure the health of the DeFi ecosystem or of a DeFi protocol in
general.

•

Holder: User who maintains his ELO position.

•

ICO: Initial Coin Oﬀering.

•

Staking: Process by which cryptocurrencies are kept blocked in order to receive proﬁts or rewards.

•

IDO: Initial Decentralice Oﬀering.

•

NFT: Non-Fungible Token. They are tokens with unique properties, diﬀerent from each other, with
unique values and properties. In the case of the ELO protocol, they will be exchangeable for goods or
services in real life.

•

ERC721: Standard used by NFTs.

•

web1: Web 1.0 is the term used to refer to the ﬁrst stage of development on the World Wide Web that was
characterized by simple static web sites. The term Web 1.0 did not appear until the term Web 2.0 was
introduced in 1999 by Darci DiNucci.

•

Web2: Web 2.0 - People connecting to people - social networks, wikis, collaboration, sharing. It allows
users to interact and collaborate with each other, as content creators.

•

web3: Web 3.0 - Web applications connecting to web applications. Users access those decentralized
applications using blockchain technology and cryptography. It allows users to transfer value to each
other, without intermediaries.

•

Metamask: Application that gives access to the use of the web3.

•

Equity token: Known as "21st century stocks", an equity token is a type of security token that works more
like a traditional equity asset. In other words, those who have equity tokens have some form of
ownership in their investments.

•

Coldwallet: They are wallets that need analog veriﬁcations and keep private keys oﬄine. The most
common to use are Ledger and Trezor.

•

DEX: Decentralized Exchange. Website or App to exchange or acquire cryptocurrencies.

•

Dapp: Decentralized application.
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